









‘In A Yorkshire Like Way’: Cricket and the Construction of Regional Identity in Nineteenth Century Yorkshire.

 In his introduction to the first official history of cricket in the county, which was published in 1904, Lord Hawke declared that ‘Yorkshire cricket is a thing of which not only every Yorkshireman but every Englishman must feel proud.’​[1]​ Hawke was perhaps overstating the importance of Yorkshire cricket to people elsewhere in the country. Yet his statement captured the way that, as Dave Russell has noted, by the 1890s, ‘Yorkshire County Cricket Club served as a crucial mechanism through which Yorkshire became known both objectively and perhaps more importantly, metaphorically and symbolically, to its own inhabitants and those beyond the county boundary.’​[2]​ 
 Hawke’s views, however, take on an additional significance when the constituent parts that made up Yorkshire cricket at the beginning of the twentieth century are examined from within the context of the first-class game in which the county team took part during this period. The statement was made at the zenith of the ‘Golden Age’ when the influence of the ‘Gentleman Amateur’ in English cricket was arguably at its height. Like its counterparts elsewhere in the country, Yorkshire County Cricket Club was controlled by a committee of gentlemen enthusiasts at this time and throughout the rest of the century. Moreover, in both literal and metaphorical terms, Hawke himself arguably provides the strongest representation of ‘Gentleman Amateur’ values to have been present in Yorkshire cricket during its history. 
 But the concept of county cricket which became such a strong focal point of regional identity in Yorkshire was built upon many aspects of the sport that were fundamentally opposed by the amateur ethos. Yorkshire county cricket retained the sense of competition, professionalism and commercialism that had dominated the sport throughout its formative years. In this sense, cricket in the region resembled the popular professional spectator sports which grew so rapidly in urban industrial communities across the north of England at the end of the nineteenth-century far more than it did the county clubs that the Yorkshire side played against.
 Although Yorkshire County Cricket Club had a membership of around just 3000 people in the early decades of the twentieth-century, the team enjoyed a popular appeal which, in 1904, saw 78,792 spectators watch it play Lancashire in a three-day fixture at Headingley.​[3]​ Unlike most of its counterparts Yorkshire County Cricket Club had no ground of its own and matches were staged at venues run on a semi commercial basis in order to raise funds for the maintenance and development of their facilities. In 1903 Yorkshire matches were played at seven such venues and £2330 18s 4d, approximately a third of the takings that year, was paid in commission charges to the clubs that staged the fixtures.​[4]​ Many of these clubs also ran professional football teams, with Headingley, Leeds, Park Avenue, Bradford, and Fartown, Huddersfield all staging regular matches in the Northern Rugby Union at this time, whilst Sheffield United played the association code at Brammall Lane.      
 Perhaps most importantly, however, the Yorkshire team itself provided a compelling representation of the strength and character of the sport across the region. Out of the 17 players who appeared for the county eleven in its 31 matches during 1903 13 were professionals who had begun their careers with local clubs from within the county, whilst only four were amateurs. By this time the side was also arguably the most competitive in county cricket, as Yorkshire had been crowned county champions 6 times in the 14 years since the competition became set on a formal basis in 1890, with four titles coming in the previous five years.  
 Yorkshire cricket had come to represent a set of meanings that clearly contradicted many of the values which dominated the game elsewhere in England at the start of the twentieth century. But how did this process take place and what does it tell us about the development of both the sport in general and county cricket in particular during the nineteenth century? 


‘A single town presuming to challenge the whole county’. The genesis of regional identity in Yorkshire cricket. 

 The foundations upon which the rise of cricket in Yorkshire was built during the first half of the nineteenth-century had important implications for the way in which the sport subsequently developed in the region. Cricket’s formative growth in the county took place in a distinctive and particularly dynamic environment in which a wide range of meanings came to find expression through the sport. As the West Riding, in particular, experienced its own definitive period of urban industrial growth, the game developed a vigorous popular following which became focused upon a powerful sense of local and civic identity. These dynamics helped numerous rapidly changing communities to define themselves and found their fullest expression through major commercial matches between rival neighbouring towns in which professional players predominantly took part. It was within this context that teams claiming to represent the county first began to appear.
 However, the informal structure and disproportionate development of cricket during the first half of the nineteenth-century meant that it was some time before a cohesive expression of regional identity could be articulated through Yorkshire representative  sides. Indeed, the first teams to play as Yorkshire were somewhat transient affairs that did not always even claim to represent the county as a whole. For example, when the ‘Gentlemen of the Wetherby Club’ played the ‘Gentlemen of All Yorkshire’ for ‘100 guineas a side in 1809 the county side was clearly limited to members of the social elite. But more commonly, early Yorkshire sides were confined to a specific geographical location. Most were assembled by backers or promoters to take part in commercial challenge matches and consisted mainly of local professionals from the town in which the contest was staged. The first appearance of an All England team in the West Riding was to play against 22 of Yorkshire at Darnal for 1,000 guineas in 1825. This ‘Yorkshire’ team was almost exclusively selected from Sheffield players. But in July 1833 the York Courant reported on a match between 20 of Yorkshire, selected from the clubs ‘within 30 miles of Ripon’, and Nottingham for 50 sovereigns at Ripon.​[5]​ 
 Civic and regional identities were often intertwined in the sport during this period and Yorkshire cricket first began to gain national prominence through the growing reputation of players and teams from Sheffield. Outside the region, throughout the 1820s and 1830s Sheffield cricketers were often seen as representatives of the county. For example, when William Woolhouse made his debut at Lord’s, playing for All England against the Bs in 1828, Bell’s Life explained he ‘was a stranger from Yorkshire, and we are informed this was his first match on the ground; his playing shows that we may expect a very fine hitter after a little experience.’​[6]​ Consequently the success of players from Sheffield saw teams claiming to represent the county also start to gain broader recognition. When a county side that mostly consisted of players from the town defeated Norfolk at Hyde Park in July 1834 Bell’s Life proclaimed, ‘the Yorkshire players in this match did more to stamp themselves first rate cricketers than perhaps any other contest in which they have been engaged.’​[7]​  
 Sheffield’s contribution to the growing reputation of cricket in Yorkshire was not lost on the local press. In September 1826, when Twenty Two of Sheffield and Leicester had beaten Eleven of All England at Leicester for 400 sovereigns and were in a strong position in a second match between the teams at Darnall, the Sheffield Independent proudly proclaimed that the,

Yorkshire players, especially during the last three years, under the unremitting attention of the proprietor of the Darnal ground, have laboured to obtain perfection in the game, and to procure a reputation for themselves and the West Riding.​[8]​
 
The success of Sheffield-based early Yorkshire teams against other county sides received similar local acclaim and after Yorkshire beat Norfolk for 100 sovereigns at Hyde Park in 1833 the Sheffield Independent surmised that ‘the strength of the Yorkshire party lay in the Sheffield men’.​[9]​ 
 But perhaps the strongest early representations of Yorkshire cricket to be made through the sport in Sheffield came with the participation of professionals from the town in major single wicket matches. These were primarily commercial events, largely built around the distinctive structure and vigorous popular culture that characterised pre-modern sport. They centred upon challenges which, in order to raise publicity, were often issued and accepted in characteristically pugnacious manner through correspondence in the press. 
 Whilst broader regional associations were later invoked by Harry Sampson’s nickname, the ‘Star of the North’, Sheffield’s first single wicket champion Tom Marsden was strongly portrayed as a representative of Yorkshire cricket. In 1833 Marsden took part in arguably the most famous single wicket match involving a Sheffield player when he met Fuller Pilch for the championship of England. In the four years that lapsed before Pilch finally took up Marsden’s challenge a particularly lively public discourse took place between the backers of the two men. It reached its height in 1829 when Pilch’s backers attempted to negotiate alternative terms to those that had been laid down in the initial challenge. As was common during this period, the dialogue took place in the press and after negotiations eventually broke down the Sheffield Independent stated ‘from authority’ that ‘ Tom Marsden thinks the friends of Pilch have rather blinked his challenge….instead of replying to it in a Yorkshire like way ‘play or no play’’.​[10]​ Clearly, some characteristics of the ‘broadly agreed self-image of Yorkshiremen’ that Russell noted had emerged at the end of the nineteenth-century were not only in place during the 1830s, but were also being expressed through cricket in the county.​[11]​ 
 Yet, elsewhere in the region, the undoubted success of Sheffield cricket during the first half of the nineteenth-century did surprisingly little to establish a collective identity for Yorkshire cricket. The game’s disproportionately localised development during this period meant that the success of the Sheffield based players had far less impact in other parts of the county. Matches involving Yorkshire teams that took place during the 1820s and 1830s often received little interest away from the towns in which they had been organised. The seven eleven a side fixtures that were played by Sheffield-based Yorkshire teams in the 1830s scarcely received any attention in either the Leeds or Bradford newspapers, even when the county side was victorious. Indeed, when Sheffield was strong enough to challenge and beat a Yorkshire side in 1849, the Leeds Mercury was at pains to make clear that the teams represented two distinctly different cricketing identities. It explained how, 

The act of a single town presuming to challenge the whole county may seem extraordinary; but it will cease to appear when it is known that cricket is better supported in Sheffield than almost any town in the kingdom. There are no less than four cricket grounds at the service of the inhabitants. High and low, rich and poor, join together to support the noble game; the greater part from the love of cricket, the rest for the honour of their town. No wonder then that Sheffield may challenge Yorkshire.​[12]​     

‘Our Yorkshire team’. Rivalry and the making of a collective identity. 

 By the time this view was expressed, however, Sheffield’s supremacy in Yorkshire cricket was being contested. The growing strength of the sport elsewhere in the region had begun to bring the town’s right to represent the county into question. A series of challenge matches for the unofficial championship of Yorkshire had taken place between teams representing major towns in the region during the 1840s and Huddersfield was beginning to emerge as a centre for the sport of comparative strength. 
 Yet, somewhat paradoxically, the growth of these rivalries was integral to the subsequent development of Yorkshire county cricket as a key focal point of regional identity. As Russell has also noted, county cricket enabled a shared sense of communal interest to emerge, through which local pride became a ‘building block for a wider set of associational bonds’.​[13]​ 
 These changing dynamics began to be articulated through a growing discourse surrounding the make up of teams that were assembled to represent the county. According to the Leeds Times, when Dalton played Sheffield in a match for £100 a side at Old Trafford in 1851, the challenge resulted from discontent over the non-selection of the club’s leading professionals for Yorkshire teams earlier that year. Similar sentiments were also expressed by a correspondent to Bell’s Life who, using the pseudonym EBORACENSIS, complained, 

..the list of players for the late cricket match ‘Yorkshire versus Surrey’ [bye and bye, it should properly have been entitled Sheffield (with three given players from the county of York)...of the three best bowlers in Yorkshire – Armitage of Dalton, Hall of Bradford and Joy of Knaresborough – not one is chosen...I can only express hope that the managers of the next Yorkshire match will not depend so exclusively on Sheffield. That town can doubtless furnish the best batters and wicketkeepers in Yorkshire; but in bowlers it is inferior to both Dalton and Knaresborough…The county of York is, however, very strong in cricketers; and choose any eleven you would, fourteen others might be named who would rest the palm of victory from them...​[14]​ 

 So, whilst the increasing strength of cricket away from Sheffield intensified rivalries within the region, it also helped establish the concept of a truly representative county team building Yorkshire’s status within the national context of the sport.​[15]​ After only a handful of similar fixtures in the previous decade, the number of eleven a side contests in which Yorkshire teams faced other counties increased dramatically at the start of the 1850s. In 1851 five such matches took place and a growing affinity with the Yorkshire team developed which was articulated in the region’s press. For example, the Leeds Times referred to the county eleven as ‘our Yorkshire team’ after a victory over Lancashire, ‘with Caesar, Caffyn and Adams’ at Sheffield in early August, and ‘our county eleven’ following a defeat by Surrey at the Oval a week later.​[16]​
 Indeed the Leeds Times report on Yorkshire’s victory over Lancashire in 1851 also demonstrates how the synthesis between local and regional pride began to be expressed through the county cricket team. Trough representing the region in the broader context of the county game, the professionals who largely made up Yorkshire sides became an immense source of pride for the communities in which their careers had been developed.​[17]​ So, when describing Yorkshire’s victory over Lancashire in 1851, the Leeds Times explained how on the second morning of the match, 

Coates and Anderson, who brought out their bats on Monday, presently retired, and Baldwinson was the only one to make a stand. Our Harewood champion, who we are sorry to say has been unsuccessful this season, got his 14 runs in his wanted manner.​[18]​ 

 But competition between communities still remained as a key dynamic in the culture of the game across the region and this too had implications for the way county cricket came to be viewed. Matches involving the Yorkshire team were increasingly seen as contests in which the reputation of the county was at stake. So, for example, in May 1851 the Leeds Times boasted how ‘fourteen of “All Yorkshire” had ‘signally defeated eleven of “All England”’ by an innings and 53 runs on the Hyde Park ground, Sheffield. The report then called for an eleven-a-side match to be played between ‘our county cricketers’ and the All England Eleven as a ‘means of seeing the true status of the Yorkshire cricketers’.​[19]​ 
 These competitive impulses also began to stir embryonic representations of the divide between North and South. When Yorkshire met Surrey at Sheffield in July 1855 the Leeds Times explained ‘it has long been anxiously desired that eleven of “All Yorkshire” should try their strength against the southerns.’​[20]​ The match ended in a comfortable victory for Surrey. But, as in broader northern conceptions of the south that Russell again has noted, the London-based team was seen as having distinct advantages that the Yorkshire side did not enjoy.​[21]​ It was argued that, 

The Surrey team are organised-are almost daily in the habit of practising together, and have by a careful and almost incessant training, attained a greater perfection than any other eleven in England...The Yorkshire eleven on the contrary seldom or ever, except in matches, play together and again their practice (which is much inferior) is not so constant...What we have urged in Yorkshire’s behalf is quite obvious, and shows that we are ‘not so bad as we seem.’ A defeat-although perhaps not so complete as the present one, was reasonably to be expected. Yorkshire was decidedly over-matched, yet in coming seasons if a similar contest should be repeated, we certainly expect our players will run a closer game.​[22]​         

 Perhaps most importantly, however, although various different organisations assembled the sides that played in these matches, the concept of a singular Yorkshire team was developing into a recognisable entity in its own right. Even though 14 players took part in the fixture against the All England Eleven, only 16 different men appeared in the five matches that were staged in 1851, and 10 of them played four times or more. Despite the debate over selection, the side was also becoming more representative of the county as a whole. Because of the town’s strength, Sheffield players still made up the bulk of the eleven. But players from clubs elsewhere in Yorkshire also had a significant presence. Out of the 10 men who appeared in all but one of the matches, George Anderson was from Bedale, Joe Berry and George Armitage from Dalton and Sam Baldwinson from Bradford.
 The make up of the team also had a distinctively professional complexion. Indeed of the 16 men who represented the county during 1851 only 3 were amateurs, with R.F. Skelton, taking part in 4 matches, Bernard Wake in 2 and Benjamin Huntsman in 1. Consequently, the lack of an amateur presence was already beginning to stand out and after Yorkshire had convincingly beaten Lancashire at the Botanical Gardens ground, Manchester, in August, Bell’s Life noted that the match,

...terminated in favour of Yorkshire by five wickets, a result even more favourable to Lancashire than might have been expected, when the numerical strength of Yorkshire is considered. So anxious were the Yorkshire Gentlemen to give the Lancashire a thorough beating, and so bashful were they of their own abilities to assist in that object, that the Yorkshire train arrived in Manchester [without one gentleman in it!]. ​[23]​

 Although there were few opportunities for Yorkshire county cricket to develop further during the 1850s, circumstances changed significantly at the start of the next decade. The 1860s saw the circuit of regular county cricket that had previously revolved mainly around Sussex, Surrey and Kent first become established away from the south east of England. Frequent competition with other counties brought the first successes by Yorkshire against leading teams from the southern counties and they were received with great enthusiasm. Local and regional pride were again intertwined in 1861 when the Bradford Observer described how Yorkshire beat Surrey for the first time. With just five runs needed and two wickets to fall, it was explained how,  

Our townsman, Hodgson, next stepped forth to the rescue and from the second ball he received made a splendid cut for three. This put the Yorkshire men in ecstasies...and after a few more balls had been given, Hodgson had the honour of contributing the run which was required to secure the victory for his county’​[24]​     

Indeed, when Surrey were defeated again, in the following year, the Bradford Observer turned to a more distinctive representation of regional identity and celebrated the victory by using local dialect to mock the southern side. Surrey had defeated Yorkshire earlier in the season and the opportunity to gain revenge had been so eagerly anticipated that, after the home side’s victory, the report contended, 





Yorkshire identity and the genesis of County Cricket - Professionals, Commercialism and Competition 
 

 Clearly Yorkshire teams were coming to be looked upon as an important representation of regional identity well before the formalised county club was established in 1863. But more importantly, the distinctive concept of county cricket that began to develop was built around the cultural dynamics that had shaped cricket in the region over the previous 60 years. Middle-and upper-class involvement undoubtedly played an integral role in the formative growth of county cricket in Yorkshire. But the region’s social elite never seriously attempted to exert any influence over the way the sport was played at this level or the meanings that it came to represent. Consequently, although club committees took over from the entrepreneur promoters in setting up fixtures, Yorkshire county cricket continued to grow around the structure of major commercial matches that had provided a compelling popular focal point for the sport since the 1820s. 
 So when significant changes in the context of county cricket began to take place in the 1860s, they had little impact upon the structure of representative cricket in Yorkshire. By the start of that decade the middle-class-led county club was becoming a powerful concept in English cricket. Its increasing influence led to calls for the Yorkshire gentry to follow the lead of their counterparts elsewhere the country and set its role in the sport at elite level on a more formal footing by establishing a county club. In 1861 a London journalist wrote,  

Yorkshire you are wanted that is the leading men and cricketers of Yorkshire are wanted, to bestir themselves, beat up the wealth, rank and influential men of their shire, and establish a County Cricket Club. Good cricket grounds you have already in various parts of the county. Cricketers are ready at hand of that mental and ability that even under the present disorganised - or rather, NO - state of things were found an eleven that could beat Surrey.……It is our opinion that if Yorkshiremen would but establish on a proper basis a county cricket club, they would in a year or two be enabled to bring such an eleven into the field as would make Yorkshire a cricketing county second to none in England, and Yorkshire-trained cricketers as famous as Yorkshire-trained racehorses.​[26]​ 

 When members of regions social elite acceded to this demand two years later, however, it did little establish to the ‘Gentleman Amateur’ concept of the county club. Indeed the Sheffield based organisation did more to more to revive local rivalries which surrounded the selection of teams claiming to represent the region in the 1850s. Away from Sheffield, the new county club was not viewed as an organisation that represented the whole region and in May 1863 the Leeds Times noted its establishment by commenting,  
 
What is termed a “Yorkshire Cricket Club” has been formed in Sheffield, but as the officers (President, Secretary, Committee &c) are all Sheffield men, the project is not likely to meet with much encouragement out of that town.​[27]​

Independent Yorkshire county matches continued to be organised in the fashion of the unofficial professional-centred commercial fixtures of the itinerant elevens. A committee in Bradford also began arranging Yorkshire matches in 1863 whilst another county club was formed in York during the same year and over the following four seasons a pattern of regular fixtures emerged. The Bradford-based organisation arranged home and away matches with Nottinghamshire and Cambridgeshire, whilst the Sheffield based county club was responsible for fixtures against Surrey and Kent or Lancashire. However, the York club decided to forgo fully representative county fixtures in order to concentrate solely on providing a high level of amateur cricket for the region’s social elite. 
 As this structure suggests, the eventual decline of commercially centred elite cricket and its replacement by the ‘Gentleman Amateur’ led first-class game was far from inevitable when these events are viewed in the context of the sport in the 1850s and 1860s. The Leeds Times gave the following endorsement of the current system of arranging independent fixtures in its preview of the 1864 season, 

The newly inaugurated county club, stated to have its headquarters in the cathedral city, has issued no programme that we are aware of; but the Sheffield and Bradford committees – who appear to hold aloof, and whose previous excellent arrangements in carrying out the matches which they have negotiated we are bound to speak in terms of commendation – appear as the promoters of two home-and-home contests with celebrated elevens of Surrey and Notts. ​[28]​ 

Moreover, three years later ‘Cover Point’ in the Leeds Intelligencer could still tell a correspondent,

I am not aware of any special committee for the arranging of Yorkshire matches. The only county committee that I know, which is not connected with a town club, is the one in Sheffield which is called “the Sheffield County Club” but it is only for arranging county matches on its own ground.’​[29]​    

 The organisation of county cricket in Yorkshire during this period continued to revolve around the dynamics of civic status that drove the development of leading venues across the West Riding. Major sporting fixtures had been coveted in the region’s growing urban centres since the 1820s and the growth of such events provided new opportunities for ambitious clubs and towns. The changing urban landscape meant that most of the early proprietor owned commercial venues, such as the Victoria Ground in Leeds and Darnal in Sheffield had disappeared by 1850. But during the second half of the nineteenth-century principal clubs in leading towns across the region began to develop their facilities in order to stage major matches. Although Horton Lane in Bradford and Bramall Lane in Sheffield had become the premier venues for cricket in Yorkshire by 1860, a number of clubs in other towns across the region were also able to attract first-class matches over the course of the next decade. Non-County club fixtures continued to take place in Yorkshire until 1874 and in all 26 were played at venues that included Middlesbrough, Hunslet, Holbeck, Dewsbury, Huddersfield and Scarborough. 
 Consequently, some southern commentators found difficulty accepting the structure of county matches that continued to prevail in the region. According to Holmes, the secretary of Kent wrote to the Sheffield-based county club in 1864 enquiring ‘as to who were the proper parties to get up Yorkshire county matches’. ​[30]​ The situation had changed little two years later and the 1866 Cricketer’s Companion commented that, 

At present it is difficult to define which is the County Club, as York, Bradford and Sheffield aspire to that honour. That at York is more properly a gentleman’s club, and includes most of the amateur talent from the county. At Bradford there is a most energetic committee and a liberal subscription list and for several seasons the matches with Nottinghamshire and Cambridgeshire have been played there. The ground, though good and advantageously situated (in Horton Lane) is too confined for first-class matches; indeed, only square hits can be run out. An enlargement is contemplated, and this done, Bradford will enjoy, as it deserves, a fair share of county cricket. Bramall Lane is a splendid area, with ample accommodation of every kind. Except Nottingham, there is no town in England where the spectators are so numerous, or enter so thoroughly into the spirit of the game.​[31]​  

 Most importantly, however, unlike its counterparts elsewhere in the country, the formation of the gentleman amateur-led county club had no real effect upon the character of the Yorkshire team and the meanings it had come to represent. Although county matches were still arranged by separate organisations during this period the concept of a single predominantly professional Yorkshire team representing the region continued to gain strength. With the exception of occasional appearances by outstanding amateurs such as Brian Wilkes Waud who played six matches in 1863 and 1864, the sides for all Yorkshire fixtures were still assembled from a select group of professional players. The mainstays of the team throughout the 1860s were Roger Iddison, who played in 37 of the 43 matches that took place between 1863 and 1870, Joe Rowbotham, who played in 36 matches, Edwin Stephenson 34 and John Thewlis 30. Other regulars in all Yorkshire matches during the early years of the county club’s existence include John Berry, George Anderson, George Atkinson and Issac Hodgson. They played in 19, 15, 15 and 21 of the 24 matches that took place between 1863 and 1867 respectively, whilst of the 19 fixtures which were played from 1867 to 1870 George Freeman played in 19, Tom Emmett 18, E.B. Rawlinson 14, and Luke Greenwood 13. 
 The team’s successes also continued to be coveted in the same belligerent manner by the region’s press. When Yorkshire beat Nottinghamshire in a match that was arranged by the Bradford committee which took place at Horton Road in June 1863, the Leeds Times explained, 

..some few years ago a leading member of the Surrey eleven observed, if we remember rightly, that Yorkshire, as a county, was weak at cricket. Now, although our team has not the advantage of practising together, we think their recent performances entitle them to the distinction of being called the champion eleven.​[32]​ 

 Professional-centred commercial cricket clearly retained its predominant position in the region during the 1860s and this was most effectively demonstrated by one of the sport’s definitive events of that decade, a temporary withdrawal of labour by five leading Yorkshire players. It followed a number of incidents which saw the relationship between northern and southern based professionals break down, before leading members of the All England and United All England elevens from the south established a third itinerant team. Away from county cricket, this period arguably marked the high point of the professional players’ ascendancy in cricket. The itinerant elevens had cemented their position at the head of the sport and continued to tour the country playing a full programme of fixtures against local 18s and 22s. Indeed, similarly professional led international tours had also taken place to the North America and Australia Consequently, the northern professionals viewed the formation of the new organisation, the United South of England Eleven, as a direct threat to their livelihood. So, Roger Iddison, George Atkinson, George Anderson, Edwin Stephenson and Joe Rowbotham refused to take part in the county club’s fixtures against the Surrey eleven, which included a number of the players who had led the breakaway. 
 In response to the boycott, the county club committee attempted to exert its authority and decreed that ‘every professional player is bound to play for his county when called upon to do so’.​[33]​ But, as Holmes later recounted, the players refused to back down and the,  

Committee, finding that every effort they made to effect any arrangement totally failed, became convinced that they must either bow to the will of the players, or play the matches with such talent as they could bring together at the risk of almost certain failure and pecuniary loss. They accepted the latter.​[34]​ 

 The dispute brought the county club committee it into direct conflict with the meanings that Yorkshire county cricket had come to represent. By proceeding to play fixtures with a drastically under strength team the county club was viewed to have compromised the standing of Yorkshire cricket and widespread popular support across the county lay firmly behind the players. Consequently, when Surrey visited Bramall Lane in June the Bradford Observer noted that the ‘match excited little or no interest throughout the county, as it was pretty well known beforehand that neither Anderson, Atkinson, Iddison, Rowbotham nor Stephenson would take part in it.’​[35]​ The region’s press was equally critical of the decision to put the reputation of the county at stake in such circumstances and when the return match with Surrey took place at the Oval in August the Leeds Times exclaimed, 

We designate the contest a farce because, in the first place, the Yorkshire team consisted of only ten men – Luke Greenwood being ‘absent’, and in the second place, because it is simply absurd to speak of a ‘Yorkshire eleven’ in which neither Anderson, Atkinson, Iddison, E. Stephenson, nor Rowbotham, is included.​[36]​    

 This lack of support for the county club’s ideological stance also had serious economic consequences. In July the All England Eleven, which was now led by George Parr, agreed to go ahead with a match against the Sheffield-based Yorkshire side at Bramall Lane without any of the five Yorkshire players who were in dispute with the county. A fee of £65 was guaranteed for Parr’s men. But, without these leading local players, the fixture once again failed to capture any significant popular interest and poor attendances led to a defecit of £75, as Yorkshire lost the match by an innings and 255 runs.​[37]​ Facing financial disaster, the county club then decided to suspend its matches for the 1866 season. So the organisation of Yorkshire county cricket was left in the hands of the Bradford club, which continued to select the five dissident players in its regular programme of fixtures throughout the dispute. 
 The Gentleman Amateur-led county club clearly had little control over county cricket in the region or the professionals who represented Yorkshire during the 1860s and this was demonstrated further in its attempts to resolve the issue. With county club’s future in serious doubt, at the start of 1867 it was decided that the, 

..choice of players in the coming season be left in the hands of the committee, and they are empowered (if they think well) to play those cricketers who refused to play in the past season, on their expressing regret for what has occurred.​[38]​  

Iddison and Rowbotham were prepared to make the much-compromised concession. The other three players, however, still refused to take the field against Surrey, and Atkinson and Stephenson did not play for the county club again until 1868, whilst none of Anderson’s remaining four appearances in first-class cricket were for the Sheffield-based organisation. The stance of these players was also supported by the Cambridge professionals who refused to take part in any fixture staged by an organisation that had dealings with Surrey and their match with the Yorkshire county club was cancelled. 
 But, as we have seen, there were other clubs eager to stage prestigious major matches during this period and the 1867 fixture between Yorkshire and Cambridgeshire was still able to take place. The rearranged match was the inaugural first-class fixture at the recently developed Savile ground and represented a major success for the club. A report in the Leeds Times explained,

Probably never before has such an interesting match been played in the county as that which began at Dewsbury on Thursday between the two county elevens of Yorkshire and Cambridgeshire. It has been the principal match in the lengthy calendar of the Savile club and right earnestly have its members busied themselves to ensure its successful issue. Their efforts have not been in vain.​[39]​

The Saville Ground subsequently became a regular venue for first-class cricket and continued to stage Yorkshire County matches until 1933. 
 Despite the dispute, the 1867 season provided a ringing endorsement of the values that still dominated the organisation of county cricket in Yorkshire cricket during this period. It was the county sides most successful to date. All of the seven matches which were arranged by the various enterprises that were responsible for staging fixtures that year ended in victory and the Yorkshire team was crowned unofficial county champions by the press.​[40]​ So in June, after gaining a second success that month over Surrey, the Bradford Observer could boast, 








 The 1870s, however, saw the predominance of professional players in elite cricket decline rapidly as the first-class game was placed firmly under the control of ‘Gentleman Amateur’-led county clubs. The growing popularity of county cricket during this period enabled these organisations to underscore their ascendancy by establishing a set of qualification regulations in 1873 that compromised the economic and social position of professional players for the most of the next 100 years. These events finally enabled the Sheffield-based Yorkshire club to assume full control of county cricket in Yorkshire. 
 But as we have seen, many of the definitive meanings that had come to dominate the sport within the region continued to find expression through Yorkshire county cricket. Despite the new formation of the first class game, matches in the region retained their semi commercial character and the venues that hosted Yorkshire fixtures remained as a source of great pride for the towns in which they had been developed. The county team also continued to be assembled primarily from Yorkshire-based professionals upon whom a compelling combination of local and regional pride was invested by the sport’s considerable popular following throughout the region.
 The popular concept of the Yorkshire team representing the county in the national context of the sport still provided the foundations upon which the distinctive model of regional identity that was built around Yorkshire county cricket came to find expression. Indeed in the light of these observations it is necessary to question Dave Russell’s assertion, in an otherwise exceptionally perceptive analysis, that 
  
Yorkshire county cricket perhaps had the most intense meanings for the class that watched it the most and got the closest to its centre of power: the middle and upper-middle-classes.​[42]​

It was clearly the way in which the Yorkshire team ‘engaged the attention and affection of a wide section of the county's population’ that describes most closely the distinctive relationship that county cricket developed with the region.​[43]​   
 Consequently, towards the end of the nineteenth-century, employees in the Sheffield metalworking industries could still express their distinctive cultural identity during Yorkshire matches in the same way the cutlers had done when the Darnal ground first opened in the 1820s. As part of the formalised County Championship, these fixtures were now commonly held on weekdays which, due to the new rationalised working week, prevented regular popular attendance. They were also staged at the town’s modern multi-sports stadium. But the survival of St Monday in Sheffield meant that the first day of the match between Yorkshire and Lancashire in 1898 attracted a crowd of around 30,000 spectators. The Manchester Times sent a reporter to Bramall Lane to record his observations of the event and he produced the following enthralling description of the crowd that attended the match on that day,

Monday was ‘grinders’ day. They turned up together to cheer Lord Hawke and his colleagues with utter recklessness of appearance. Judging whole groups of them by their attire, they had very few of this world’s possessions. Without being in rags, they were distinctly shabby. But they were very jovial and very good humoured. Crushing they did not mind a bit. Elbowing one another seemed to be a favourite pastime. An occasional sparring match, without serious intent, they regarded as a pleasure and a lucid interval. There was very little horse-play, however. For the most part they were content to watch the game and relieve their minds with caustic comments on the performances of the players.​[44]​        

But perhaps more importantly the report also provides an illuminating picture of the great sense of regional pride and identity that was invested in the Yorkshire professionals, and the team that they formed, by its popular following.
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